By DUNESIDE PERCH p,2,50.2 ($160,325) by Cam's Card Shark p,3,50.2, Sire of 110 in 2:00; 40 in 1:55 including VEE VEE VICTORY JETT DIAMOND JAGGED STORM Allwin Ashton p,2,52:07.3h; 3,2:04.1h (m, Allwin Steady) ($1,373). 2 wins. Dam of VEE VEE HANOVER BRET DIAMOND LADY AUTUMN VITTORIO HANOVER SURE SIGN HANDITOVERLANCE HANDOVERTHEART Ms Christine Fra (m, Artsplace). Dam of Tosca Hanover (m, Cam's Card Shark). Dam of LIN TCHOU EAGLE FLIGHT LIGHTENING SPEED MADDY'S FANTASY

**VISI DARTE** ($1,852) by 2nd Dam VEE VEE HANOVER 1st Dam By DUNESIDE PERCH p,2,50.2.................... Duneside Perch p,3,50.2 ($159,224), etc. 2016 two-year-olds include TINY JIM p,2,56.3, SORK p,2,56.4, DIAMOND DUNE (M) p,2,57.2, FILLY FORTY (M) p,2,57.3, etc.

1st Dam VEE VEE HANOVER p,2,50.4. At 2, second in Keystone Classic S. At 3, second in PASS at The Meadows; race timed 1:56h. At 3, third in Canton Township Series (leg) at The Meadows; race timed 1:55f. Dam of 4 of racing age including a 3-year-old, 3 winners. Dam of:

- MADLY'S FANTASY p,2,54.4; 3,53 (m, Island Fantasy) ($117,308). 14 wins. At 2, winner INFS Championship at Indianapolis; 2 INFS at Goshen and INFS at Indianapolis, Shelbyville, Converse, Franklin and Portland, Mini Series #18 (leg) at Indiana Downs; second in INFS at Converse. Portland and Shively; third in 2 INFS at Converse. At 3, winner ISS Gold (leg) at Hoosier Park and INFS at Shively; second at Portland. At 4, third in ISS Aged Mares; race timed 1:51.4.
- HANDOVERHEART p,2,50.3h; 3,58-'16 (m, Wearable Art) ($13,921). 2 wins. At 2, winner INFS at Connorsville; second in 2 INFS at Converse and INFS at Shively; third in 2 INFS at Connorsville, 2 at Franklin and INFS at Portland and Indianapolis. At 2, race timed 1:56.4. Now 3, racing a winner and race timed 1:55.3; third in INFS at Franklin.

2nd Dam VISI DARTE (B) ($82) by Most Happy Fella p,3,1:51.55. Dam of 15 living foals, 11 winners, including:

- SURE SIGN p,2,53.4; 3,51.2; 4,50.2 (m, Life Sign) ($708,449). 24 wins. At 2, winner Dr. Hauterre S., Lou Babic Memorial (elm.), Molly Pitner S., NFU Futurity, NUSG (3 legs and 2 Finals), Reynolds Memorial second in Lou Babic Memorial Final (elm.), Miss N.J.S. (elm and Final), NFU Futurity, NUSG; second in NUSG and 3 Finals; third in Matton S. Final. NUSG at 4, third in Lady Leary Series-Final. Dam of JK SHAELENS GIRL p,3,52 ($199,244), REDFORD BLUE CHIP p,3,54 ($43,004), GRAPHENE p,3,52.3, etc.
- LIGHTENING SPEED p,2,52.4; 4,51.5f (h, Falcon Seelster) ($400,047). 35 wins. At 2, winner Arden Downs S., Hanover S., KYSS; second in Hoosier Cup, Tompkins-Geers S. At 3, second in KYSS. At 4, winner Complex Series (2 legs) and Hanover S.
- LIN TCHOU p,2,51; 3,51.4; 4,52.2 (m, Abercornwie) ($260,726). 16 wins. At 2, second in Series Perfecta. At 3, winner Perfecta Series (2 legs); second in Perfecta Series (2 legs); third in Fan Hanover S. (elm.), Perfecta Series Final (twice), At 4, winner Damiette Racing Series (leg).
- VITTO RO HANOVER p,2,52.2h; 3,56.4; 1:53.1 (h, Falcon Seelster) ($977,319). 16 wins. At 2, third in 2 NUSG. At 3, winner Holiday Series (elm.), second in Holiday Series Cons.; third in Holiday Series (leg) and World Series Final. At 4, second in 2 legs, Sagamore Hills Series; third in leg and final Sagamore Hills Series.
- JAGGED STORM p,3,51.6; 4,51.2 (h, Storm Damage) ($120,349). 27 wins. At 2, second in Sagamore Hills Series; third in leg and final Sagamore Hills Series.
- JETT DIAMOND p,2,51.9h; 3,57.1f; 4,51.55f (m, Falcon Seelster) ($175,369). 26 wins. At 2, second in Guiding Beam S. At 3, second in KYSS. Dam of JETT AWAY p,4,51.6f ($189,529), PERSEUS p,5,52.3h ($115,012), ENDUROR p,3,54 ($120,000), PALLACO FALCON p,3,51 ($15,300), etc.; granddam of EAGLE FLYING p,4,51.3f (h, Falcon Seelster) ($154,421), RICH RAIN p,4,51.4f ($254,845), etc.
- LADY AUTUMN p,3,57.3; 4,51.5f (m, Falcon Seelster) ($37,211). 6 wins.
- BREIT DIAMOND p,2,56.4h (h, Breit Hanover) ($38,305). 14 wins. At 3, third in Reynolds Memorial.
- VEE VEE HANOVER p,2,52.1f; 3,56.4f (m, Western Hanover) ($21,803). At above.
- Tosca Hanover (m, Cam's Card Shark), Dam of RICHES KING p,3,52.4f ($191,336), FOX VALLEY SOPHIA p,4,53.2 ($124,595), etc. Granddam of SHAELEAS GIRL p,1:56.4h ($50,860), Moe Christine Fra (m, Artoplace). Dam of SPORTS SINNER p,1:53.1 (h), etc.

**ENGAGEMENTS**

- Illinois Conceived & Foaled - Downstate Classic